Tech Setups

NEW!

Mobile solutions for in-class
and online teaching

NEW!

Streamlining

Spend less time setting up your tech and
more time doing what you love—teaching!
Use of technology in the classroom is on the rise, but some classroom furniture does not support it well.
Tech setups can be time-consuming to set up each day or move around and that inflexibility can be limiting.
Having everything in one place, connected and ready go, saves time, but mobility also is an important
consideration for flexible learning spaces.
The new Mobile Tech Station can be customized with components that support the technology a teacher uses
and their preferred ergonomics; essentially replacing a traditional desk.
Convenient & Mobile

Save time by setting up all the technology
needed to teach in-class and online students
once. This makes is easy to just unplug the
cart to move the station anywhere needed
in a classroom or school.

Multi-purpose

Use as a teacher’s desk or podium, for
travelling teachers and for students to use in
media centers with all the tech hooked up.

Flexible

Supports teaching students remotely or
in-person and it can be customized with
optional add-ons to suit grade level,
subject and the tech being used by
teachers or students.

NEW Mobile Tech Station Premium model (MTS1)
Features:
• Durable metal frame (24” D x 36” W)
• Dewey the Document Camera Mount that holds
tablets or smartphones
• Height-adjustable laptop tray (holds up to
a 17” laptop)
• Ring light with three color modes and
brightness adjustment
• Portable Pack and Go Whiteboard Easel on the back
• Height-adjustable for sitting or standing upon
assembly (desktop can be set 30”-40” from the floor)
• 1 Really Big Tub
• 1 Tiny Tub
• 1 Stubby Tubby pull-out drawer
• Power strip with 8ft cord and surge protection
• 3” casters, two locking
Dimensions
57 1/2” - 69 1/2” H (lowest to highest position)
x 58 1/4” W x 28 1/2” D
Desktop measures: 24” D x 36” W
Warranty
Lifetime on cart components
1 year warranty on ring light
5 year warranty on whiteboards
Mobile Tech Station Premium Model shown with optional
Frontrow Juno speaker mount (in standing position)

An educator’s perspective:
“The Mobile Tech Station has become my happy place during
this crazy time. It has everything I need to deliver my high tech
instruction for my remote learners, create demos/tutorials, and
juggle the needs of a hybrid classroom. I also have plans to
use it as a stop-motion animation station, portfolio uploading
center, and a green screen photo booth in my classroom.”

Why a ring light matters:

Tricia Fuglestad, K-5 art teacher, Arlington Heights, IL
@TriciaFuglestad (Twitter) @Fuglefun (IG)

Proper lighting makes all the difference with online recording or
streaming and helps the teacher look more like they do in real life.

BEFORE

AFTER

NEW Mobile Tech Station Base model (MTS2)

This base model is an affordable option with the features needed
for recording lessons or hybrid teaching with students in-class
and learning online. It includes a document camera mount,
ring light and power strip and can be customized with many
different add-ons (see below).
Features:
Same feature as the premium model but without
the laptop tray, whiteboard and storage options.

Additional uses:
• A teacher desk or podium
• For travelling teachers
• For students’ use in media centers

Dewey Doc Cam positioned to
show the desktop

Customize the station with these optional add-ons
to suit grade level, subject or tech being used

Laptop tray (MTS-LP)
Holds up to a 17” laptop and is height adjustable.
Add to one or both sides of the station.

Stubby Tubby Pull-out Drawer (MTS-STB)
A handy spot to store small items to help
keep the desktop clear for demonstrations.

Pack and Go Whiteboard Easel
(MTS-PGW01)
A whiteboard is a classroom
essential and having one that is
portable allows teachers to use it
anywhere in the classroom, school
and even outdoors. If they are
teaching online, it can be set up
behind the teacher on a table or
hung for demonstrations and lessons.

Really Big Tub Kit (MTS-RBT)
Primary teachers can store larger props
and books to keep them within reach.

FrontRow Juno Speaker
Mount (MTS-SPK)
Improve the sound quality
of recordings and
projection within the
classroom (speaker sold
separately).

NEW! Dewey Video Recording and Doc Cam Stand with Ring Light (DCS7)
Recording lessons, demonstrations or connecting with students learning online can be possible (and affordable)
with just the basics, like the new Dewey with the addition of a ring light. Students can also use this stand to
broadcast daily announcements and other recordings. With a built-in ring light right on the stand, recordings
can be properly illuminated.
Dewey’s device holder accommodates tablets and smartphones and swivels to record the teacher or the desktop
for showing hands-on demonstrations.
Features:
• Ring light with three color modes and brightness adjustment
• Spring loaded clamp holds all versions of iPads® with a
camera and various smartphones with or without cases
(excludes 12.9 inch iPad Pro)
• Height-adjustable
• 90° rotating mount that swivels and tilts while keeping
the device secure
• Mounting holes on the base for securing Dewey to a surface
• Connect a USB mic to the device to enhance the audio recording
Dimensions
30” - 36” H (lowest to highest position) x 10 3/4” W x 12” D
Warranty
Lifetime on Dewey frame
1 year warranty on ring light

Also available:
Dewey the Document Camera Stand (DCS5)
The sturdy stand sets up quickly and you can
simply use the camera app on the devices
your school already has, including tablets
and smartphones. The hands-free device
holder pivots to record the presenter or the
desktop for showing demonstrations.
Dewey is also helpful to teachers if they
suddenly have to teach remotely and
with hybrid models.

Spring loaded clamp also
holds smartphones

Dewey the Document Camera Stand
with microscope and light (DCS6)
With the addition of a microscope,
Dewey enables students to get up-close
and explore their studies. Microscope
feature has 5x or 10x magnification
and LED light.
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